
QTY SIZE COLOR Style QTY Style

2 8'4" Mast 4 Cross Cables

3 19' 4" Blue Spreader 4 Fast Peak Corners

4 14' 4" Red Spreader 2 Side T

6 7' 8" Black Legs 6 Midspan Tensioners

6 Baseplates

6 Ratchets

20 Tent Pins

Side T 6 Weights / Stakes

1 Brace Package

Pre-Site  Inspection- Call your local utitlity companies prior to installation for any underground obstructions.  

1. Layout the frame parts in the estimated location peertaining to the diagram. The spreader pipe is placed out to form

the perimeter, and the rafters are laid in the interior location.

2.Connect the perimeter spreader pipe to the corner fittings and side t's.

3. Put the first cable over one of the Side T fittings nubs. Goto the opposite corner & raise the that corner.

Then slip the end of the cable over the nub. Repeat for the opposite cables.

4. Place the tent top over the frame.

5. Secure the tent top to the frame by securing the straps on the inside of the tent at each corner location.

6. Raise tent on one of the long sides & insert legs. Take the mast and insert into the top and set on the 

crosscables. Pin the leg to the fitting. ( When raising the tent, raise INTO the wind)

7. Proceed to work your way around the tent putting one leg in at a time until all legs are standing and pinned.

Put baseplate under legs and attach 1" ratchets fron the "O" rings at the ends of the valance to the baseplates.

Tighten loosely.

8. Drive a stake about four feet out from each leg and tie off the rope or ratchet to each leg.

Your tent installation is now complete.
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Optional Items

Infinity Tent Sales

20 x 30 Fast Peak Frame Tent Set Up Instructions
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